CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Instant Edge enables Kautex’s
Global IT Organization to drive
their Digitalization Initiatives
The Target:
Do More, with Less
“56% of Projects still fail to deliver Value on-Time & on-Budget - and only 3% due to Technological Problems” - according
to a comprehensive McKinsey study of failed initiatives. Kautex decided to avoid this trap, and INSTANT EDGE
helps their global Information Technology (IT) organization to deliver on their promises:
As a tier-1 automotive supplier, they went through a number of crucial business &
(information) technology transformations in recent years. But there are clear trends to
indicate a change in atmosphere:
“Our Business expects us to be much more responsive as IT than what might have been
acceptable in past years. They demand agility in how we approach initiatives –
improving our delivery timeline while keeping output of quality high and costs low”
states Dirk Hauke, Chief Information Officer (CIO) & Vice President IT. He continues:
“The role of IT is significantly changing. It is no longer sufficient to provide and support
applications or to operate underlying infrastructure – we will become an enabler of the
digitalization of business processes – supported by standardized cloud services”.

That results in a higher number of
transformation initiatives - i.e. projects which need to be supported and
structurally organized in programs and
portfolios. IT must help business
organizations to plan & execute those
ideas, but at a much-reduced overhead.
Agility principles to speed up processes and
organizational designs help, but strong,
efficiently integrated governance
processes are imperative.
Experiences from large-scale SAP and other
business process harmonization initiatives
come in handy in this context, and – if
applied well – enable IT organizations to
take a leading role in pushing for business
results.

Doing more in the same timeframe, with fewer
resources is kind of what signifies the automotive
supplier industry, and IT contributes its part here,
too. But: Digitalization is increasing the speed.
Keeping all those balls in the air requires a strong
integration of related processes – providing the
birds-eye view of a large-scale portfolio down to
operational details of every single initiative:
This is where INSTANT EDGE is giving us a
clear advantage!
Dirk Hauke
Chief Information Officer (CIO) & Vice President
IT
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The Journey:
Piloting a new Approach
One of the first initiatives to be managed on INSTANT EDGE is a SAP-based template rollout to a North American
manufacturing facility in Lavonia, Georgia (GA).
“The traditional approach of having a project team supported by a sizable PMO is not en-vogue anymore, a leaner &
more pragmatic approach is required” states Axel Frankenbach, Director IT Solutions Global who is accountable for all
applications that are deployed globally at Kautex.
Lessons learned from large(r) transformation
initiative in the past were available, but the
transition to a more compact approach was still a
challenge. Axel elaborates:
“We needed a platform that allowed us to plan,
design and execute the rollout project in an
integrated manner without having a team to govern
it – especially considering the expected volume of
change requests that our business might raise.
Traditional approaches fall well short given gaps in
integration of data and processes, resulting in a loss
of team, business and customer satisfaction.
INSTANT EDGE enabled us to run ‘lean &
mean’”.

Real-time progress transparency, the ability
to place clear accountability for a piece of
work to a party (Business vis-à-vis IT), and
the holistic integration of workflows to
raise & approve change requests were
key capabilities that we valued.
Axel Frankenbach
Director IT Applications Global

As a result, the traditional, dedicated PMO team was not required anymore – empowering project managers & team
leads on the ground to perform their work more effectively, and removing the ‘clerical’ work in shifting data from A to
B, creating status reports, etc. Instead, the platform supplied the required foundation.
Additionally, working in a distributed environment, with
teams being located in Bonn (Germany), Lavonia (US), and
Bangalore (India) typically provides for a number of
coordination challenges:
“It was important for us to have quick turn-arounds on
planning cycles.
Regardless of whether we are talking about the scheduling
for a fit/gap workshop with dozens of change requests or
the planning & executing hundreds of test scenarios with
rapid reaction to break-fixes, the integrated nature of the
INSTANT EDGE platform was key.”
Kautex Lavonia (GA) Manufacturing Facility

states Frank Bretthauer, IT Project Coordinator for the
Lavonia Rollout Project at Kautex.
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Managing Demand:
in a Structured Fashion
Besides running actual projects, there is a constant need to ensure that new ideas are managed effectively. Not only do
employees close(r) to operational details have great ideas on how to improve the status-quo, but they also have a
desire to know what happened to their suggestions once they submitted their idea.
Furthermore, an innocent looking improvement can quickly spiral into a more sizable endeavor, warranting a structured
approach to govern it. So, you do not want ‘stealth’ initiatives to just being born without the right amount of oversight –
otherwise agility turns into chaos.
“The first step is to take stock of the status-quo, then you introduce a simple - yet powerful - governance process to
ensure that new initiatives are going through their necessary request & approval process” explains Markus Lehberger,
Director IT Operations Global at Kautex. He continues:
“It can at times be surprising to see now many initiatives actually should qualify as ‘projects’ once you take a structured
approach to it”.
Now, not all improvement ideas require the
overhead of a formalized project, but still have
an impact in an existing, fully-loaded portfolio:
“We needed a platform that allowed our end
users – and I mean any user – to submit an idea,
and to allow us to turn that idea into a project if
needed – nicely embedding it into the already
modeled portfolio of what we do day-by-day,
providing the necessary oversight to focus on
exceptions.

We were looking for a software vendor that
was open to our ways of doing business, and
who provides the flexibility to react quickly to
new ideas & suggestions.
INSTANT EDGE is that partner!

That platform is INSTANT EDGE.”
states Markus.

Markus Lehberger
Director IT Operations Global

Plotting a Path Forward
Besides modeling the actual IT portfolio of initiatives, governing demands, facilitating new project requests, and
planning & executing operation projects down to task level details, Kautex is discussing the next layer of processes to
support on INSTANT EDGE:
“We want to strengthen our internal support processes by providing an IT-internal Service Desk to structure incoming
incidents from the end user community related to our self-managed applications” clarifies Markus.
With that measure, the cradle-to-grave value proposition is fulfilled, by adding IT Services Management capabilities to
the Kautex IT world, to manage defects and incidents outside of projects in a cost-efficient manner.
“We want to investigate which business projects we can move onto INSTANT EDGE to go beyond IT. There are
certainly a lot of opportunities out there.” Dirk concludes.
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KAUTEX: Who we are
With 32 facilities in 14 countries, we are one of the 100 largest
automotive suppliers in the world in terms of sales volume.
Well-positioned as the partner of choice for our customers, we
develop and produce blow-molded fuel systems, selective catalytic
reduction systems, clear vision systems, engine camshafts and plastic
industrial packaging solutions.
From the first blow-mold machine in 1949 to our latest full plastic
hybrid tank, we have maintained a “first to market” trend with regards
to our products and innovation.

With more than 6,000 employees across four continents,
working successfully means working together - within
departments, cross-functional teams, with our customers
and suppliers.
It means staying current on the market conditions and
looking for opportunities and driving innovation that meets
the needs of our customers.
From Many Comes One:
We are a multitude of cultures, perspectives, backgrounds
and skill sets focused on creating common, global processes
and offering high quality, cost effective products and
services to meet the demands of our customers worldwide.

TEXTRON: The Company
Textron is home to globally-recognized businesses, organized within five segments: Bell Helicopter, Textron Aviation,
Industrial, Textron Systems and Finance.
Our businesses produce hundreds of products for customers around the world, in a range of industries spanning
aerospace and defense, specialized vehicles, turf care, fuel systems, and tools and test equipment.
With a worldwide presence supported by 35,000 people in more than 25
countries, throughout its history, Textron has been the source of groundbreaking technologies and numerous industry-firsts.
Many major steps in the evolution of aircraft, rotorcraft, armored
vehicles, electrical vehicles, tools and automotive systems have emerged from our product development labs. We will
continually invest in next-generation products and services designed to win in the marketplace.
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Instant Edge Platform:
Overview
INSTANT EDGE helps businesses to integrate &
automate projects & processes of their digitalization
initiatives onto a single cloud platform.
Digital enterprises of the near future are much more
project-centric than they are today, requiring good
governance and operational support to deliver those
initiatives successfully – that will only work if the right
processes run tightly in a well-orchestrated fashion.
We bring together processes that actually belong
together on ONE single platform, a Perfect Fusion™ of
Business Process Management (BPM), Project Portfolio
Management (PPM), and IT Services Management
(ITSM), resulting in:
ü Complete Transparency without Delay through flexible,
Real-Time Cockpits of everything that moves in your Initiatives
ü Process Governance enforceable now through Pre-Configured Best Practices Content
ü All your Initiatives under Control via a flexible (Multi-) Project, Program & Portfolio Management
ü Entry Barrier of none for your Users to rapidly craft Project Structures (WBS),
Schedules & providing Progress Feedback
ü No more Data Inconsistencies thanks to Cradle-to-Grave Integration of Project,
Business Process & Services Management Processes
ü Integrated Request & Approval Procedures to enable Audit Compliance and
to keep all relevant Stakeholders in the loop, any place & always
ü Manage your Resources (regardless if people or ‘hard’ assets) with capacity &
availability, executing realistic Portfolios (powered by Artificial Intelligence*)
ü (Cost) Flexibility of a Cloud Product, but with the Configuration Power of an on-premise Solution
ü Build for Mobile with on Open Source Technology with secure Cloud Access from anywhere, anytime
ü A cost-effective cloud solution, run as a Software-as-a-Service Model (SAAS), build on
high-performing open-source software with a strong mobile-first development approach.
PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

You can choose between different deployment models (public
or private cloud) with a flexible yet simple pricing model
(monthly or yearly contract durations). What all options have in
common: Your data is safe with us!

PPM

!

CONTACT US
Want to know more about this or other client successes? Want
to better understand how Instant Edge can help you make
a difference in your journey through Digitalization?
"

#

BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT

IT SERVICES MANAGEMENT

BPM

ITSM

Feel free to contact us:
success@instant-edge.com
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